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We give almost sure convergence of appropriately normalized particle numbers 
in bounded domains of locally supercritical branching diffusion processes with one- 
dimensional periodic diffusions as their non-branching part processes. Some 
spectral properties of periodic diffusion operators including Hill’s ones are also 
studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a particle start at a point in R, and move around according to the law 
of a conservative non-singular periodic diffusion process X with period 1. At 
a exp(- 1; c(x,) &)-distributed time r, it splits into k-particles with 
probability J+,(x,), where { pj(x)}JY,, x E R are periodic probability laws and 
x, denotes the position of the original particle at time t. The new particles 
start at x,, move around and split by the same law as the original one, 
independently of each other as well as of the original one. We denote by 
Z,(D) the number of particles in a domain D at time t. 
The object of this paper is to give the exact growing order of Z,(D) in the 
locally supercritical case ([ 61). More precisely, we will show that the random 
measures given by p,(D) = 4 exp(& t) Z,(D) converge weakly as t + co to a 
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nondegenerate random measure for a constant 1, < 0 (see Theorem 4.1 
below). 
The limit theorem of this type is studied by many authors when the 
semigroup T1 of X is a compact operator on a certain function space. 
S. Watanabe [9] obtained the theorem for a class including some processes 
whose corresponding semigroups TC are noncompact. Kesten [4] studied the 
process whose non-branching part diffusion X is a Brownian motion on 
[0, co) with constant negative drift, whereas Ogura 161 studied the one 
whose X is a Brownian motion on [0, co) with positive drift. In our case of 
periodic X, we encounter with three basic difficulties: (1) the corresponding 
semigroup r, is noncompact, (2) the principal eigenvalue for X is positive, 
(3) the spectral functions are unbounded. We will overcome these by 
improving the spectral representation method in [9] and by making use of 
L”-martingale method in [ 11. Actually, the process in [4] already conceives 
of all these difficulties. But, as Kesten himself mentions there, his 
computation seems to be so complicated that one would have no hope of 
applying it to our case. 
In Section 2, we will deal with the spectral theory for one-dimensional 
periodic diffusions. Our class of equations includes Hill’s equations, and 
Lemma 2.1 corresponds to the classical Floquet’s theorem. Our proof is 
simpler than the usual one. As far as we know, Lemma 2.3 giving precise 
asymptotic formulae of spectral measures seems to be new even for Hill’s 
equations. In Section 3 we will give preparatory lemmas on the related 
martingales, and in Section 4 our main theorem is given. 
2. SPECTRAL THEORY FOR PERIODIC DIFFUSION PROCESSES 
Let X = (x,, P”) be a nonsingular conservative periodic diffusion process 
with period 1 on the real space R in the sense of [ 11, that is a conservative 
diffusion process on R whose scale function s(x) and speed measure m(dx) 
satisfy 
s(x + 1) - S(Y + 1) = P@(X) - S(Y)), x, Y E R, 
m(dx + 1) =p-‘m(dx), xE R, 
for some positive constant p. Note that in this case we may put 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
s(x+n)=p”{@- l)p(x)+ 11, if p>l, 
= P(X) + n, if p= 1, 
=P”Iu -PIP(X)- 11, if p<l, 
m(dx + n) = --p -” dD; q(x), 
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for all x E [0, 1 ] and n E Z, where 
P(X) = P”(Ul < f&7), q(x)=E”{a,Aa,}, XE [O, 11. (2.3) 
In the above D; q(x) stands for lim h++O (dx + ')-dx))/(dx+ h)-dx)) 
and o, the first hitting time for the state x (ox = co if the trajectory never 
hits x). 
Let n, be the set of all bounded measurable periodic functions on R with 
period 1. For each k E 17,) we define a self-adjoint operator 8 on L '(R, m) 
by 
of(x) = -&.I- + (xl + 4x1 f(x), f E -@(@I, (2.4) 
where f + (x) = 0: f(x) and 
G(8) = {f E L*(R, m); the derivative ff exists and is of 
bounded variation on Jnite intervals, and its induced 
measure df ’ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m with 
df ‘/dm E L’(R, m)}. 
For each i = 1,2, we also define Oi by the operator of form (2.4) with the 
domain 
G3(Oi) = {f E L’([O, i], m); f is a restriction on [0, i] of a 
function in t%(B) and satisfies f(0) = f(i) = = 0). 
We denote the spectrum of 8 and Oi, i = 1,2, by Z and Ci, i = 1,2, respec- 
tively. 
Let pi(x) = p,(x; A) be the solution of the differential equation 
&‘(x) = -(A + k(x)) P(X) Wx), xE R, (2.5) 
with conditions 
Then the Wronskian is equal to 1; 
%(l> P:(l) -v,:(l) v1*(1) = 1. (2.6) 
Let d(~)=cp,(l;~)+pa,:(l;l) and rl, rz be the solution of the charac- 
teristic equation 
r*-A(A)r+p=O. (2.7) 
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We may assume that both rr(A) and r?(A) are continuous and rr(A) > 
p’l2 > r2(l) in R\S, where S = {A E R; D(A) = A*(A) - 4p < 0). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E R. The next three assertions are equivalent. 
(i) I. E S. 
(ii) jr,1 = Irz( =p”‘. 
(iii) There exists a constant K, = K,(A) such that 
I’p,(x)l + l%(X)I < K,(l + I.4 Px’z* x E R. (2.8) 
Further, P-~“cP~(x) is bounded if and only if D(l) < 0 or D(A) = 0 and 
cp:(~)=cp*(l)=o. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is obvious. To see the equivalence 
of (ii) and (iii), note first that 
(Di(x + i> = Vi(l) cp,(x) + PpT(l) +5(x>, 
It then follows that 
i= 1. 2. (2.9) 
p,(x+n)= ((r-T+‘-r:+’ WI - r2) -Pd(l)W - rW(rl - rJJ v,(x) 
+ bcp t UN? - rlY(r, - r2>\ cp2(x>, 
Ip2(x + 4 = {cp,(l)(rY - Wr, - r2>l rp&) xE R, nE Z, 
+ kvt(l)(rY - rz”>l@-, - rd 
-p(r:-’ - ry-’ )/h - r2>\ rp&4 (2.10) 
where (r; - rg)/(rr - r2) is read as nr:-’ in case of r, = r,(= *p”‘). This 
shows the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). 
The latter assertion is also clear from (2.10), if we notice that under the 
condition D(A)= 0, the equatlity cp~(l)(~~(l)=O is equivalent to q,(l) = 
pql(l)=r, =r2. 
Remark 2.1. Let I E C\R. Then (r,\ > p”’ > jrz\. 
Proof. First we show that if I rl I = I r2( = p”‘, then there is a nontrivial 
solution g(x) of (2.5) such that g(x) = O(‘px/‘) as x -+ *co. Indeed, if 
D(n) = 0 and p:(l) = ~~(1) = 0, then this assertion is clear from the latter 
one in Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, the functions 
and 
g(x)= (r, -p~:(l))~,(~)+prp:(l)~~(x) 
&> = $92(l) rp*(x) + b-1 - P,(l)) (Dz(x) 
683/14/3-7 
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both satisfy g(x + 1) = rr g(x). Hence we obtain the desired assertion when 
Ir,l =p”’ and q:(l) f 0 or ~~(1) # 0. Now by the same argument as that 
for Hill’s equations ([ 5, p. 13]), the existence of such g(x) implies J & R. 
We note that C, = {A E R; ~~(1; A) = 0). 
LEMMA 2.2. For each ,I & X,, 
d(~)=~~(2;n)/~z(l;n>=p~:(2;~)/~,:(1;1). (2.11) 
Further, the zeros of D(L) in C\Z, are all simple. More precisely, 
4Pr12 I 
D’(L) = T - v)2(1) I, Icpz(l) V,(Y) + (&(l)P -V,(l)) fPz(Y>)/~~' WY) 
for each 1 with A(I) = +2p’/*. 
Proof: Equation (2.11) is a direct consequence of (2.6) and (2.9). 
All the zeros of D(L) being real by Remark 2.1, we will assume the 
variable 3, E R in the following proof. Note that p,(2) # 0 at a zero of D(n) 
by (2.11). For each i E R, let 
4x) = a)2(2) d(x) - P,;(2) v*(x), 
where p;(x) = aoi(x; L)/c%. Then u E C%J(G,) and 
P2 + 1) 4x> = -P2(2) Pz(X>, XE [O, 21. 
In order to solve this equation, let 
g,(x) = P*(X)9 gz(x> = P2P) P,(X) - v,(2) v)z(x)* 
Then the Wronskian gl(x) g:(x) - g:(x) g2(x) of g, and g, is equal to 
--a)*(2). Hence 
-A’(il)(p;(l)=u(l) 
= &WjZ gz(Y) (Dz(Y) NdY) + g,(lf k?*(Y) V*(Y) NdY). 
1 0 
But a simple computation using (2.6) and (2.9) shows g2( 1) =po2(1). 
Further one sees that 
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This with (2.2) and (2.6) implies 
-%(l)~‘(~)=jl ~~*(l)rp,(~)+(~:(l)~-~rp(1))~2(~)/2~*m(d~) 
0 
+ @ -A’(N4)j; 44(Y) m(dJJ). 
Hence A’(1) # 0 at a zero of D(A) in R\Z,, and the conclusion follows. 
Now we will summarize Weyl-Titchmarsh-Stone-Kodaira theory for our 
limit point case. For A E C\R, there exist the limits 
Let 
and define a,(u), i, j = 1,2, by 
1 -u2 
Uij(UZ) - Uij(U,) = t’E; 
I 
Im h,(u + &i 0) du, u, < u,. (2.12) 
UI 
Then, for each f E L*(R, m), we have the spectral representation 
f(x)= (2.13) 
where ai, are Stieltjes measures induced by the function aij(u) and 
m = JR f(X) v’i(x; A) m(dx), i= 1,2. 
In our periodic diffusion case, we have the following 
LEMMA 2.3. (1) For each ,I E C\R, 
h,,(~) = v2W/h - r2), h2,(4 = -~rpiWh - r2>, 
h2(~) = hzl@) = PI - rp,(l)YO-, - r2). 
(2) The spectrum Z of the generator 0 coincides with S. 
(2.14) 
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(3) Let A,, = min S, A, = (-D’(&,))-‘/2 and 
A,, =Pz(l;kJ~ ‘42,=-m:(l;&), 
A,, =A2, =p”2 - cpl(l;A,). 
Then it holds that 
doi, ~A,,~-‘Aij(u -,$,p”2 du, ul&, i, j= 1, 2. (2.15) 
ProoJ (1) Let A E C\R. Then Jr, 1 > p”* > 1 r2 / by Remark 2.1. Hence 
(2.10) implies 
This assures (2.14). 
(2) It is known that the spectrum Z is the union of the supports of uij. 
Hence we have the conclusion from (2.12) and (2.14). 
(3) Since I, < min Z;, , one has v)~( 1; A,) # 0. Further for each u E R 
with D(U) # 0, 
‘lig h,,(u + flu) = q#)/D”*(u), 
l$ h,,(u + J--ru> =P(P:(~)/@‘~(u), 
l$ h,,(u + flu> = (r, - (pl(l))/D”*(u). 
But A,, is a simple zero of D(U) by Lemma 2.2. Hence (2.15) follows from 
(2.12). 
3. MARTINGALES RELATED TO THE BRANCHING DIFFUSION PROCESSES 
Let X= (xl, P”) be a nonsingular conservative periodic diffusion process 
with period 1 as in Section 2. Take c(x) E n, , and { pj(.x)}j”o=, c n, such that 
c(x) z 0, Pj(x) > O, ,g Pj(X) = 1. 
Then we have a branching diffusion process X = (xI, P”, P,) with branching 
rate c(x), branching law {pi(x)} an non-branching part diffusion X, whose d 
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intuitive description is already given in Introduction (cf. [2]). Throughout we 
assume 
sup c j’Pj(X> < co. 
XER j=O 
Now we denote by Z, the number of particles alive at t and their positions 
by x1 = {xi ,..., xfl} (x, = 0 if Z, = 0). For a measurable g(x), set 
Z,(g) = g(4) + *** + gw (= 0 if Z, = 0). 
Then if we denote the indicator function for a set D by l,(x), the random 
variable Z,(D) E Z,(l,) stands for the number of particles in D at time t. 
Let 
k(x) = k,(x) = c(x) ) s jPj(X> - 11, 
j 
k2(X) = c(x> 1 j(j - l) PjCx)3 
and 8 be the corresponding generator given in Section 2. M, denotes the 
semigroup generated by 8; 
M,fW = E” 1 f(x,> exp j’ W,) ds 1. (3.1) 
0 
Sometimes we use the same notation for a function f QG L*(R, m) provided 
the integral in the right hand side converges. Now it is known that 
EXbaf >I = Mtf(x), (3.2) 
E”lZ,(f > Z,k>l = M,fg(x) + j; M,-,MM,f IMu g))(x) du (3.3) 
([9]). Hence for a solution oA(x) of (2.5), it follows that 
EX{Zf(~dl = e-‘%,,(x), (3.4) 
EX{Zf(PJ Zf(PA 0 I 
-(1+a’)UMf_u(k2~1141,)(~) du (3.5) 
([9]). Thus the random variables 
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form a F,-martingale ([9]). For A < A,, and a, b E R, let 
e(x; a, b; A) = EX 
i 
exp IV” (A + k(x,)) ds; oa < ob 1, x E [a, b], 
0 
g,(x; A) = e(x; 0, --co; A), x < 0, 
=e(O;x,-m;L)pl, x > 0, 
g,(x; A) = e(0; x, co; A)-', x < 0, 
= e(x; 0, 00 ; A), x > 0, 
where e(x; a, + co ; A) = lim,, *oo e(x; a, b; L). Further we set 
g(x) = g(x; 2) = g,(x; 1) + g,(x; A>. 
Noting that gi(x + 1; A) = ri gi(x; A), i = 1, 2 and g,(O) = 1, we obtain from 
(2.9) that 
gi(x>=cPl(x) + (Ti-v)I(l))~*(x)/a)*(l), (3.6) 
for A < A, and g,(x; A,) = g,(x; A,). 
In the sequel we assume that A, < 0, that is, our branching diffusion 
process is locally supercritical in the sense of [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that qA(x) solves (2.5) and that 
Iv,I(xI~~KK,&;~)~ x E R, 
A, -Ap > 0 
for some A, < I,, K, > 0 and 1 < p < 2. Then it follows that 
supRx{l ~,(on)l”] GK,g(x;AJ x E R. 
t>o 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
ProojI The proof is exactly same as [ 1, Proof of Theorem 3.21 except for 
one line 
(3.10) 
In order to see that this is valid also in our case, we first note that, for each 
A<L,,i=1,2anda>O, 
SUP M,gp(.;~)(x)~K,g~(x;~), x E R, (3.11) 
O<S<l 
Indeed, it is easy to see that K,’ < r;“gi(x; 1) <K, for some K, > 0. 
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Further, r,(A) is continuous in A < I,, ri(&) = r2@,,) = p”’ and 
lim r,(A) = co, 
A+-a0 
lim r,(l) = 0. A--m 
Hence one can find a A’ <A, and ajE (1,2} such that 
K; ‘gj(x; A’) < g:(x; A) < K, gj(x; A’) 
for some positive constant K,. This assures (3.9). 
Now (34, (3.7), (3.11) and Holder inequality imply (3.10). 
COROLLARY 3.1. There exist p E (1,2], 1, < A,, and E > 0 such that 
sup E”{I wf(cPi(a; ~))\“I <K,g(x; A,), A E I&, A, + E]. (3.12) 
tao 
Proof. For simplicity we assume p > 1. Let Ci, i = 1, 2, be the graphs 
7 = log ri()l), A < 1,. The curves C, and C, are symmetric w.r.t. the 
horizontal line q = log p”*, and they meet at the point (A,, log p”‘). Further 
d- log rl(Ao)/dA = co and d- log r,(l,)/dA = -ao. Let 1 be the line which 
contains the origin 0 and is tangent to C, . Let also i* be the A-coordinate of 
the joint point of 1 and r7 = log p . 1’2 Fix an E E (0, A* - A,J such that 
[A,, A,, + E] c S, and let 1, be the line which is parallel to I and contains the 
point (A, + E, logp”2). The joint point of I, and C, with the larger A- 
coordinate is denoted by (A,, log r,(A,)). We may choose the E so that 
k,/(A, + E) < 2. Then it follows that 
(log r,(Iz,) - log p”‘)/(A, + e - 1,) > (log p”‘>/(-A,, - E), 
or @,/(A, + E)) log p”* < log r,(A,). Now choose a p E (I, 2) such that 
W@, + 4 < P < (his GWbu”’ and p > A,/@, + E). Then the other 
inequality p log p”’ > log r2(A1) holds automatically. Now (3.7)-(3.8) follow 
from (2.8) and we have (3.12) by Lemma 3.1. 
By Corollary 3.1, the martingales I+‘#) = Wt(oi(.;A)), i= 1,2, ?, E 
[A,, 1, + E] converge in L’ and almost surely to a nondegenerate integrable 
random variable W’(A). Hence, by virtue of (3.6), the random variables 
W, = W,( g,(. ; A,)) also form a martingale and converge in the same sense to 
a nondegenerate nonnegative random variable 
w== wyn,> + (/I”* - cp,(l)) ~‘(~o>/~*(O (3.13) 
In order to show the continuity of IV’(A) in ;1, we prepare one lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a K, and a E > 0 such that 
E”{l W’;(l)- W;(2)\‘} <KK,(l + )x)~)~~~)LA’I’, 
O<t<l, ;1, i’ E [A,, A0 + E]. 
(3.14) 
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Proof: By means of (3.5), 
EX{( W;(A) - @I’)(*} 
< M,((eA’pi(-; A) - eA”pi(.; A’)/‘)(x) 
Hence it is enough for (3.14) that 
1%(x; J)PJl< K,,(l + 143)Px’zI x E R, A E (&,A, + F). (3.15) 
By Lemma 2.2, we can find an E > 0 such that -2~ < D(J) < 0 for ;1 E 
(I,, 1, + E). Then by the standard argument, the functions 
Pi(x; n)9 axi n>, TjYj Pi(x; n), &s:(x;n), i= 1, 2, 
are all bounded in x E [0, l] and ,I E (Jo, 1, + E). Now we will exploit 
(2.10). Denoting 8(A) = tan-I(-D@))“*/A(1), we have Y, =pl”eGB(‘), 
r2 = p”*e-nec’) for A E (&,, & + E). Hence it follows that 
rr - r T = cm-1j,2 sin mW) 
P m E z. 
5 - r2 sin 8(A) ’ 
Further one can easily see that 
1 1 d sin m0 
- 1”$~~ ,% 1 + Im13 
--~ <co. 
19 de sin 8 
Combining this with the formulae 
$ e(A) = COS* e(2) l d A@) 
(-D(,i))“’ dL 
and lim, I A, S(I)/(--II@))“” = l/A(&) = 1/2~‘/~, we obtain (3.15). 
We denote the minimum of E’S in Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 by E 
again. 
LEMMA 3.3. The random variables W’(L), i = 1, 2, are continuous in 
I E [A,, I, + e] almost surely. 
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Proof. In the following proof, we omit the superscript i. For each 1,1’ E 
[A,, I, + E] with L > I’, let I?t = W,(A) - IV,@‘). Then it follows that 
_ eyl _ e-‘Lu’) 2 (IV,@‘; x;) - EX:{ I+‘$‘)}), 
k=l 
where pS(x:)[ IV,@‘; xi)], k = 1, 2,..., Z,, are independent copies of 
(KS, Pt)llzx~ [resp. of (IV,@‘), P’)(,=,:] w.r.t. the law Px(IF,). Hence by 
virtue of [ 1,‘Lemma 6.11, we have 
< 4”-‘NeAp’ 4! (E”f{l @$I”} + IE”:{ qs}Ip) 
k?l 
f 4p-‘NeApI(J - A’)p tP q 
k?1 
(EX:{J W,(A’)!“} t ~EX:(Ws(2)}IP). 
But (3.14) and Holder inequality imply 
sup EX{I PSI”, <K;“(l + ]x]“)g”(x;&)(,? -A’),. 
O<S<l 
Hence by the same way as in the proof of [ 1, Lemma 6.21, we obtain from 
(3.8) that 
EX{I ctn+s - ~~lp}~K,,(~-~‘)Pg(x;~l)e-a”, O<s< 1 
for some a > 0 and K,, > 0 which are independent of A, 1’ E [A,, 1, t E]. 
Hence by [ 1, Lemma 6.11, we have 
E”iI *tIpI <K,,@ -A’>‘&; J.,>, 
or by letting t + co 
E”(J W(A) - W(Iz’)Ipj <K,, Iti - ,l’Jp, A, I’ E [A,, A”, + E]. 
This with Kolmogorov’s theorem completes the proof. 
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4. A LIMIT THEOREM 
In this section we will give our main result on our branching periodic 
diffusion. The outline of our argument is the same as that of [9]. 
Let 
Sr = {f(x); real continuous function in L*(R, m) such that &A) 
exists and continuous in A E S, (2.13) holds for all x E R 
and J’s can [&A)[ IoijJ (d1) < 00, i, j = 1,2, for some a > 0}, 
C,(R) = {f(x); real continuous function on R with compact support}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1, ( 0 and sup,,a xj j’p,(x) < co. (1) For each 
f E jr, it holds that 
lim JI eAo’Z,(f) = 7~~ 1’2 A,cp,(l;&) Wj- f(x)g,(x)m(dx) (4-l) t-r00 R 
almost surely, where W is the random variable in (3.13). (2) Equality (4.1) 
is also valid for all f E C,(R) almost surely. In other words, the family of 
random measures {pt ; t > 0) defined by p,(D) = 4 eAotZt(D) converges 
vaguely to the measure defined by 
I@‘) = 71 -“24~2(l; 4,) Wl g,(x; &> m(dx) 
D 
almost surely. 
In the following we assume the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. The positive 
E is that given just above Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a 6 > 0 such that for each f E jr 
Z,(f) = i ~‘“‘ce-“tWi(A) aij(dA)x(A) 
i,j=l A, 
as t + 00 almost surely. 
Proof Let 0 < 6 < E A @,/p - A,, - E), and set 
Z,(f)= i j e -” W:(A) o,(dA) &(A) 
i,j=l S 
+ o(e-‘41+y, (4.2) 
= + 
-I 
&I+& 
e-” W’(A) aij(dll)&) 
i.j=l 10 
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+ i: IaotEe- 
~t(  We -  W’(~)) Uij(d~) ~j(~) 
i,j=l 43 
First we will show that 
lim efAo+ 6)1J3(t) = 0, a.s. (4.3) r-m 
By the same way as in the proof of [ 1, Lemma 6.21, we have 
E”{l We+, - W$.)lp} < K,,e’,3p-~1’fg(x;I,), o<s< 1. 
Hence by [ 1, Lemma 6.11, it follows that 
EX{( Wj(A)lp} ,< K,,(I + t) e’(Ap-Af)vo”g(x; A,). (4.4) 
But obviously, 
-@p-~,)v0-@,+s-~)p 
>(&-@A (I,-(A,+d)p}=b>O, I > A0 + E. 
Now fix an f E .T and let a > 0 be that in the definition of .T. By the 
martingale inequality and (4.4), 
(EX{ sup ecdio+ ‘)’ 1 Wf(A)( })” naCf<(n+ I)0 
e’AotG)nopEx{l Wi,,+ ,,,(A)l”) 
X,,(n + 2) eC*‘“g(x; A,) eAap, 13.ESn{/l>A,+E). 
Hence as in (91, 
5 E”{ sup e(*“+s)’ IJ3(t)l} 
n=l na<L<(n+ l)U 
Thus Borel-Cantelli theorem ensures (4.3). 
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We will next show that 
lim e@@+ “‘J*(t) = 0, f-a, 
a.s. (4.5 1 
Let y = Ai - (A,, + E)P, which is positive. Then as in the above, we have 
EX{I W:‘+,(l) - W;(A)l”} < K,2e-Ytg(x; A,), 
o<s< 1, 1E [&,&+&I. 
Hence it follows that 
F{ ,,f”,T+, I fm) - ~:(4ll)” 
< 2”-‘E”{I W’(l) - Wf(A)l” + sup 1 W;(A) - W@)(p} 
t<s<f+ 1 
< 2P-‘K,,(1 + N) eFY’g(x; A,). 
Now as in [9], 
j!, EX{ sup ecAo+“’ IJ2(t)l} 
n<t<nt 1 
The right hand side is finite by the choice of 6. This assures (4.5), 
completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (1) It follows from Lemmas 2.3, 3.3 and 4.1 that 
lim \/i e*O’Z,(f) = A,z-“*(I, W’(A.,)~i(&) t-m 
almost surely. But by virtue of (3.6) and (3.13), the right hand side of the 
above equality coincides with that of (4.1). 
(2) By [9, Lemma 3.11, it follows from the assertion (1) that (4.1) is 
also valid for f E C,(R). Then the latter assertion follows from the 
separability of the space C,(R). 
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